Partner With Us
Endowed Gifts

Endowed gifts help to secure the mission of the Cardiac
Research Institute/MMRL and enable the institution to
achieve its full potential in medical research and education,
ultimately benefiting patient care. Endowments provide the
income needed to
attract and retain the
most talented
investigators, fellows
and students,
purchase state of the
art equipment as well
as to sustain a high level of innovative advances.
Unfortunately, Federal support
for basic science research is
diminishing. The National
Institutes of Health (NIH)
overall budget has been
flat for several years,
leading to progressive
erosion in our nation’s investment in medical research. The
need for establishing a larger endowment to meet what
appears to be an inevitable further decline in the availability
of extramural funds in this country is undeniable.

Endowments provide the income needed to
attract and retain the most talented
investigators, fellows and students.

Make Your Impact Today
Your tax-deductible gift(s) or bequest will create an
invaluable and lasting legacy. It will help to advance the
impressive progress that the Cardiac Research
Institute/Masonic Medical Research Laboratory has made in
medical research and ensure a healthier tomorrow for each of
us, our children and future generations.

Tax-deductible donations can also be made online at
www.mmrl.edu
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The Masonic Medical Research Laboratory (MMRL) is an internationally renowned cardiac research institute
founded by the Grand Lodge of the State of New York in 1958. It is a not-for-profit entity of the Grand Lodge
of the State of New York, F. & A.M.
The MMRL receives grants from the NIH, AHA, private foundations, corporations as
well as public support. Masonic grand jurisdictions and Masonic organizations of
many states have also joined with the Grand Lodge of the State of New York to
further its humanitarian mission.
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Every Heartbeat Counts

TM

he Cardiac Research Institute/Masonic Medical
Research Laboratory (CRI/MMRL) is regarded as
a world leader and is one of the most highly
respected cardiology institutes in the world. Few institutes
have had as global an impact on the world of cardiology as
the CRI/MMRL.
The following list of selected scientific achievements
serves to highlight the innovative cardiac research
conducted at the CRI/MMRL and its ability to provide novel
life-saving therapeutic strategies that will continue to
improve our quality of life.
Using a multidisciplinary approach with close
interaction of research teams proficient in
electrophysiology, molecular biology, genetics, genomics,
stem cell technology, and organ bioengineering the
CRI/MMRL has embarked on a new era of discovery
directing treatment to the root cause of disease.
How aggressively we are able to proceed with
our research depends on the availability of
financial support. Only through a strong and
sustained investment in medical research will
scientists have the
capability to design
better and more rational
treatments and cures in
the 21st century.

syndrome, an inherited sudden death syndrome that takes the lives
of young men at the prime of their lives (40 years of age)?
• Ranked in the top 5% based on frequency research is cited by other
scientists and physicians in biomedical journals?
• Recently established a Stem Cell Center focused on regenerative
medicine and development of human models of disease using and
exciting new technology employing induced pluripotent stem cells
(iPS), which precludes the need for use of embryos?
• Has successfully converted skin cells from patients with sudden
cardiac arrhythmia syndromes to generate induced pluripotent stem
(iPS) cells and then transform these into heart cells, thus generating
human models of these life-threatening syndromes needed to
develop new treatments and cures?
• iPS created heart cells have the potential to be used for regenerative
therapy to restore normal function to failing hearts?
• iPS technology has the potential to lead to the personal cloning of
new organs that can be implanted without fear of rejection?
• Authored a study published in The New England Journal of Medicine
that provided the first direct evidence linking Sudden Infant Death
syndrome (SIDS) to an abnormal heart rhythm? It is now estimated
that 10-15% of SIDS is due to cardiac arrhythmic disease.
• Is one of the top genetic screening centers in the world dedicated to
helping patients with cardiac disease? Physicians provide blood
samples for genetic analysis from members of families that are
afflicted with sudden death syndrome all over the world.
• Discovered the majority of genes associated with Brugada

• Discovered numerous mutations responsible for long QT syndrome,
a life-threatening inherited cardiac arrhythmia syndrome that first
afflicts children in their teenage years?
• Discovered the majority of genes associated with the short QT
syndrome, an inherited sudden death syndrome that takes the lives
of infants, children and young adults?
• Discovered genetic defects that predispose to sudden cardiac death
during or after a heart attack?
• Identified quinidine as a drug that can be used to prevent
arrhythmic death in a number of sudden death syndromes?
• Identified ranolazine (Ranexa) and dronadarone (Multaq) as a safe
and effective drug combination for the management of atrial
fibrillation (AF), which affects over 2.7 million Americans and is
reaching epidemic proportions? This new class of atrial-specific
drugs has provided a paradigm shift in our approach to therapy of
AF, one of the major causes of stroke in the United States.
• Collaborates with leading pharmaceutical and biotechnology
companies such as Gilead Sciences, AstraZeneca and Merck to
identify drugs that may pose a danger to society and to facilitate
FDA approval of new and effective drugs to treat heart disease?
• Discovered the M cell, a unique sub-population of cells in the heart
that revolutionized our understanding of the function of the heart in
health and disease?
• Discovered many of the mechanisms responsible for abnormal
rhythms of the heart, which lead to sudden cardiac death?

• Uncovered the cellular basis for the J wave and T wave of the ECG,
thus providing cardiologists a more accurate means of diagnosing
and treating heart disease?
• Provided knowledge essential for implementation and advancement
of devices like the pacemaker, implantable cardioverter defibrillator
(ICD) and automated external defibrillator (AED)?
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CRI/MMRL scientists wrote the chapter on mechanisms of cardiac
arrhythmias in Hurst’s the Heart, a leading reference book used by
cardiologists.
CRI/MMRL scientists have authored and co-edited several leading
textbooks in the field of cardiology.
CRI/MMRL publishes its scientific studies in leading textbooks
and top medical journals such as The New England Journal of
Medicine, Circulation Research and Cell.
CRI/MMRL scientists are invited to present their results at national
and international forums such as meetings of the American
Heart Association, American College of Cardiology and the
Heart Rhythm Society.
CRI/MMRL scientists are invited to present grand rounds at leading
medical centers such as Massachusetts General Hospital, Beth
Israel Hospital and Washington University Medical School.

